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To find your local KAB recommended dealer visit 
www.fbauto.com.au
or email Peter Wolland petefbauto@gmail.com



Commercial Vehicle Group (CVG) is a leading supplier of 
a full range of cab related products and systems for the 
global commercial vehicle market. This includes the heavy-
duty truck, mining, construction, military, bus, agriculture, 
materials handling and the speciality transportation markets. 

Our products include static and suspension seating systems, 
electronic wire harness assemblies, controls and switches, 
cab structures and components, interior trim systems, mirrors 
and wiper systems, all specifically designed for applications 
in commercial vehicles. 

The company is headquartered in New Albany, OH with 
operations throughout North America, Europe, Asia and 
Australia. 

Here in Australia, our forte lies in static and suspension 
seating systems sold under the brand names KAB Seating, 
Stratos Seating and National Seating.

Our KAB Seating brand encompasses an extensive range of 
static seats, suspension seating and seating accessories for 
off-road applications such as agricultural machinery.  

The world leading status of the KAB Seating brand comes 
from the many years of experience we have within seat design, 
development and production. For over 30 years in Australia 
and more than 60 years worldwide, KAB Seating branded 
products have been synonymous with quality, reliability, 
safety and comfort. 

This solid reputation and vast experience combined with 
state-of-the-art technology and manufacturing techniques is 
the reason why KAB Seating products are fitted as original 
equipment by many major vehicle manufacturers worldwide. 
Such manufacturers include Caterpillar, Komatsu, Hitachi,  
Volvo, Case, Austoft, Massey Ferguson, JCB and many more. 

Today, our extensive product range incorporates seating for 
a variety of vehicle and office applications. KAB Seats are 
fitted into mining, construction, transportation, agricultural, 
materials handling and marine vehicles Australia wide. 

To find your local KAB recommended dealer visit 
www.fbauto.com.au
or email Peter Wolland petefbauto@gmail.com



ON-SITE AUDITS:

KAB Seating Australia is an ISO 9001 accredited company 
with branches in most states. These are located in Perth, 
Adelaide, Melbourne, Newcastle, Brisbane, and Mackay. 

Each of these branches are made up of seating experts that have 
been in the industry for many years. As a result, they have the 
expertise to conduct on-site audits on your existing vehicle seating,  
compile a comprehensive report detailing the condition of your seats 
and recommend servicing or repair requirements. Where required, we 
will also audit the condition of competitor seats. 

For more information, please call 1300 130 522. 

Custom Built Seats:

KAB Seating also has a team of in-house engineers. Thus, 
we have the expertise to offer a custom built seat service.  
Whatever your requirement, we can customise any KAB Seat  
or design a new seat to meet your individual needs. 

For more information, please call 07 4775 7422.

Dealer Network:

KAB Seating also has an extensive dealer network comprising 
approximately 140 vehicle seating dealers nationwide. Our dealers 
carry a range of quick ship stock and offer competitive pricing. 
So no matter where you’re located, you will receive expert advice, 
impeccable service and competitive prices. 

To find your local dealer, visit www.fbauto.com.au

Recommended Repairers:

Of our entire dealer network, a selected few dealers have been 
comprehensively trained and over time have developed the expertise 
to conduct repairs on KAB Seats.   

To find your local KAB recommended dealer visit 
www.fbauto.com.au
or email Peter Wolland petefbauto@gmail.com



AIR 85-K6

 Combine Harvesters

  Large Agricultural Tractors

Medium Agricultural Tractors

Telescopic handlers

Suspension Type:  12 volt Air 85

Upper Type:  K6 low back

Belt Type:  2” Lap Belt (optional)
OR  3” Lap Belt (optional)

Suspension Stroke:  175mm 

Height Adjust:  75mm integral

Weight Range:  50 - 120kg

KAB 85-K6 Features: 

 9 Mechanical lumbar support
 9 Backrest recline adjustment
 9 Seat cushion length adjustment
 9 Seat cushion tilt adjustment
 9 160mm fore & aft adjustment
 9 75mm integral height adjustment
 9 Adjustable suspension stroke limiter
 9 Ride indicator for correct suspension adjustment 
 9 One touch riser for immediate mid-stroke  

         positioning
 9 Fore & Aft isolators to reduce horizontal vibration
 9 Swivel (20 degrees left & right)
 9 Adjustable backrest extension
 9 Foldaway, height adjustable armrests

The KAB 85-K6 is KAB Seating’s premium air 
suspension seat for the agricultural industry. Packed 
full of features, it’s guaranteed to meet your every 
need. 

Unlike the rest of the KAB agricultural range, the 85-K6  
comes standard with horizontal isolators for enhanced 
ride control and comfort. Uniquely, it also features a 
one-touch-riser for enhanced user-friendliness and  a 
swivel function for comfortable rearward vision and 
easy vehicle entry/exit.  

The isolator feature makes the KAB 85-K6 best suited 
to the tougher vehicle applications such as large 
tractors, combine harvesters and large tele-handlers.

HEAVY DUTY 
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Please see optional extras page for a list of available 
accessories for your seat. 



AIR 15-K6

KAB 15-K6 Features: 

 9 5 position mechanical lumbar support
 9 Backrest recline adjustment
 9 Seat cushion length adjustment
 9 Seat cushion tilt adjustment
 9 160mm fore & aft adjustment
 9 70mm integral height adjustment
 9 Ride indicator for correct suspension  

         adjustment 
 9 Adjustable suspension stroke limiter

The KAB 15-K6 is KAB Seating’s mid-range agricultural 
air seat. Now featuring independent cushion length 
and tilt adjustments, it offers more customised user 
comfort than ever. 

The compact design of the suspension, combined 
with the adjustable stroke limiter  enables it to safely fit 
into smaller cabins. Therefore, the KAB 15-K6 is best 
suited to small, medium and vineyard tractors. 

  Medium Agricultural Tractors

Small Agricultural Tractors

Telescopic Handlers

 Vineyard Tractors

Please see optional extras page for a list of available 
accessories for your seat. 
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Suspension Type: 12 volt Air 15

Upper Type:  K6  back

Belt Type:  2” Lap Belt (optional)

Suspension Stroke:  150mm 

Height Adjust:  70mm integral

Weight Range:  50 - 120kg

To find your local KAB recommended dealer visit 
www.fbauto.com.au
or email Peter Wolland petefbauto@gmail.com



MECH 11-K6

KAB 11-K6 Features: 

 9 5 position mechanical lumbar support
 9 Backrest recline adjustment
 9 Seat cushion length adjustment
 9 Seat cushion tilt adjustment
 9 160 mm fore & aft adjustment
 9 70 mm integral height adjustment
 9 Ride indicator for correct suspension adjustment 
 9 Adjustable suspension stroke limiter

The KAB 11-K6 is the mechanical equivalent of the  
15-K6. This 11 suspension is used by tractor 
manufacturers such as ISEKI, KUBOTA and CLAAS. It 
is also used in JCB tele-handlers.  

The KAB 11-K6 incorporates a full range of ergonomic  
features including; lumbar support, backrest recline,  
seat slide and tilt adjustment for enhanced user 
comfort. These features, combined with the added 
comfort offered by a moulded foam seat makes the  
11-K6 more ergonomically sound than a rigid PVC 
pan.

  Medium Agricultural Tractors

Small Agricultural Tractors

Telescopic Handlers

 Vineyard Tractors
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Please see optional extras page for a list of available 
accessories for your seat. 

Suspension Type:  Mechanical 11

Upper Type:  K6 low back

Belt Type:  2” Lap Belt (optional)

Suspension Stroke:  80mm - 150mm

Height Adjust:  70mm integral

Weight Range:  50 - 120kg

To find your local KAB recommended dealer visit
www.fbauto.com.au
or email Peter Wolland petefbauto@gmail.com



MECH 11-P6

KAB  Features: 

 9 180 mm fore & aft adjustment
 9 70 mm independent height adjustment
 9 Ride indicator for correct suspension adjustment 
 9 Backrest extension
 9 Weather resistant which makes it ideal for open 

         cabins. 

KAB  Optional Extras: 

 9 Foldaway, height adjustable armrests 
 9 Seat belt (Lap Belt Only)
 9 Swivel (20 degrees left & right)

Suspension Type:  Mechanical 11

Upper Type:  P6 pan - low back

Belt Type:  2” Lap Belt 

Suspension Stroke:  80 mm - 150 mm

Height Adjust:  70mm integral

Weight Range:  50 - 120kg

The KAB 11-P6 is our mid-range mechanical suspension 
seat. This KAB 11 suspension is a mechanical suspension 
used by tractor manufacturers such as ISEKI, KOBOTA 
and CLAAS. It is also used in JCB tele-handlers.  

The KAB 11-P6 features a ride indicator for optimum 
vibration absorption and a compact suspension design 
enabling the seat to fit into smaller cabins. The P6 upper 
is a two peice rigid PVC pan seat. 

This seat is typically suited to small tractors, telescopic 
handlers, vineyard tractors and commercial ride-on 
mowers. 
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  Medium Agricultural Tractors

Small Agricultural Tractors

Telescopic Handlers

 Vineyard Tractors

KAB 11-P6 Features: 

 9 160mm fore & aft adjustment
 9 70mm integral height adjustment
 9 Ride indicator for correct suspension adjustment 
 9 Adjustable suspension stroke limiter
 9 Backrest extension
 9 Weather resistant PVC

The KAB 11-P6 is a mechanical suspension based rigid 
pan seat, designed for use in small/medium tractors, 
vineyard tractors and tele-handlers.  

The PVC pan incorporates a weather resistant design   
which includes ventilation and surface drainage 
grooves. This makes it ideal for use in open-cab 
applications. 

Whilst great for weather resistance, the primary 
limitation to utilising a rigid pan seat is that  it lacks 
ergonomic features such as lumbar support, backrest 
recline, seat tilt and length adjustments, etc. 

Please see optional extras page for a list of available 
accessories for your seat. 

Suspension Type:  Mechanical 11

Upper Type:  P6 pan - low back

Belt Type:  2” Lap Belt (optional)

Suspension Stroke:  80mm - 150mm

Height Adjust:  70mm integral

Weight Range:  50 - 120kg
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SIPTo find your local KAB recommended dealer visit
www.fbauto.com.au
or email Peter Wolland petefbauto@gmail.com



AIR COMPACT  NEW  
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KAB Air Compact Features: 

 9 Mechanical lumbar support 
 9 Backrest recline adjustment
 9 160mm fore & aft adjustment
 9 Ride indicator
 9 Occupancy sensor (micro switch)
 9 Low profile suspension
 9 Weather resistant PVC trim 

Suspension Type:  24 volt Air Compact

Upper Type:  Compact integral Upper 

Belt Type:   2” Lap Belt (Optional)

Suspension Stroke:  60mm

Weight Range:  50 - 150kg

The new KAB Compact seat is, as the name suggests, 
KAB Seating’s lowest profile suspension seat. This 
makes it ideal for use in ride-on-mowers and tele-
handlers where either space or height constraints exist.   

Despite its compact design, the KAB Compact seat 
remains feature rich. In addition to standard features, 
it includes a additional safety and ergonomic features 
that are not common on traditional pan seats.

If you’re looking for comfort, safety and compactness 
then the KAB Compact is the sure choice. 

Small Agricultural Tractors

Telescopic Handlers

Ride-On Mowers

Please see optional extras page for a list of available 
accessories for your seat. 

To find your local KAB recommended dealer visit
www.fbauto.com.au
or email Peter Wolland petefbauto@gmail.com



MECH COMPACT  NEW  

KAB Mechanical Compact Features: 

 9 Mechanical lumbar support 
 9 Backrest recline adjustment
 9 160mm fore & aft adjustment
 9 Ride indicator
 9 Occupancy sensor (micro switch)
 9 Low profile suspension
 9 Weather resistant PVC trim 
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Suspension Type:  Mechanical Compact

Upper Type:  Compact integral upper 

Belt Type:   2” Lap Belt (Optional)

Suspension Stroke:  60mm

Weight Range:  50 - 140kg

The KAB Mechanical Compact seat is an ultra tough, 
low profile mechanical suspension seat. 

The KAB Compact offers enhanced user safety via an 
in-built occupant sensor and a ride indicator making 
it the safe choice for use on ride-on mowers, small 
tractors and tele-handlers. 

The seat also features ergonomic adjustments such as 
lumbar support and back recline functionality, that are 
often not included on traditional pan seats. Why would 
you choose anything else?

Small Agricultural Tractors

Telescopic Handlers

Ride-On Mowers

Please see optional extras page for a list of available 
accessories for your seat. 

To find your local KAB recommended dealer visit
www.fbauto.com.au
or email Peter Wolland petefbauto@gmail.com



MECH XH2-U5
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KAB XH2-U5 Features: 

 9 200 mm fore & aft adjustment
 9 70 mm integral height adjustment
 9 Black PVC Trim
 9 Water Drainage (seat cushion)

Suspension Type:  Mechanical XH2

Upper Type:  U5 low back

Belt Type:  2” Lap Belt

Suspension Stroke:  90 mm 

Height Adjust:  70 mm integral

Weight Range:  50 - 120kg

Fitted by DOOSAN, McCORMICK  and AGCO tractor 
manufacturers, the XH2-U5 is KAB Seating’s most 
comfortable small tractor seat. The U5 features  plush 
cushioning as compared to pan seats and is able to 
accommodate armrests for added comfort. 

The XH2 suspension is our budget suspension for use 
in small tractors. Therefore, as the budget option, it 
only features the basic necessities, namely; user weight 
adjustment up to 120kg, fore and aft adjustment and 
height adjustment. 

Small Agricultural Tractors

Telescopic Handlers

 Vineyard Tractors

Ride-On Mowers

Please see optional extras page for a list of available 
accessories for your seat. 

To find your local KAB recommended dealer visit
www.fbauto.com.au
or email Peter Wolland petefbauto@gmail.com



MECH XH2-P2

The XH2-P2 is used by SDF, ISEKI, KUBOTA, DOOSAN 
and YANMAR tractor manufacturers. 

As our most cost effective suspension seat for small 
tractors, the seat only features the basic necessities 
required for small tractors, namely; user weight 
adjustment up to 120kg, fore and aft adjustment, height 
adjustment and 90mm stroke. The P2 pan is a robust, 
weather resistant, grooved pan without adjustment 
features. 
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KAB XH2-P2 Features: 

 9 200 mm fore & aft adjustment
 9 70 mm integral height adjustment
 9 Rigid steel pan
 9 Ventilation and surface drainage grooves

Suspension Type:  Mechanical XH2

Upper Type:  P2 low back pan

Belt Type:  2” Lap Belt

Suspension Stroke:  90 mm 

Height Adjust:  70 mm integral

Weight Range:  50 - 120kg

EcoNomY 

Small Agricultural Tractors

Telescopic Handlers

 Vineyard Tractors

Ride-On Mowers

Please see optional extras page for a list of available 
accessories for your seat. 

To find your local KAB recommended dealer visit
www.fbauto.com.au
or email Peter Wolland petefbauto@gmail.com



STATIC P2
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The KAB P2 pan is our cost effective pan seat. It is 
typically used in applications where a suspension 
is not required. Such applications include ride-on 
mowers and small agricultural tractors.    

KAB P2 Features: 

 9 Rigid Steel Pan
 9 Ventilation and surface drainage grooves

STATIC U5

Small Agricultural Tractors

Ride-On Mowers

*Pictured with optional
backrest extension
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The KAB U5 is KAB Seating’s most 
comfortable compact seat. It features plush 
cushioning in comparison to the P2 pan.  

It is typically used in applications where a suspension 
is not required. Such applications include ride-on 
mowers and small agricultural tractors.    

KAB U5 Features: 

 9 PVC Trims
 9 Water Drainage (Seat Cushion)

Small Agricultural Tractors

Ride on Mowers

*Pictured with optional armrests



oPTIoNAL EXTRAS

Protective covers

    - Canvas Covers 
    - Rhino Coating

BACKREST EXTENSIONS 
&  Armrests

Turntables & Swivels

Vehicle Cut-Outs 

    - Occupant Sensor Micro-Switches, 
    - Occupant Sensor Pads, 

Seatbelts 

    - Lap Belt, 
    - 3 Point Belt 
    - Harness



KAB Locations

To find your local KAB 
recommended dealer 

visit
www.fbauto.com.au

or email Peter Wolland 
petefbauto@gmail.com

07 4775 7422




